Career evolution (maybe revolution)

z

The next two diagrams:
z

Blue print for working on career evolution in a changing
society and economy

z

Career evolution tool kit

z

These diagrams offer an alternative view to the prevalent
existing model, and provides a model for the emerging world of
work.

z

There are three areas of particular emphasis
z

A career work map that presents a hierarchy of career and
job work modules.

z

Managing oneself refers to chapter 6 of Management
Challenges for the 21st Century.
z “More and more people in the workforce–and most
knowledge workers—will have to MANAGE
THEMSELVES.They will have to place themselves where
they can make the greatest contribution; they will have to
learn to develop themselves.They will have to learn to stay
young and mentally alive during a fifty-year working
life.They will have to learn how and when to change what
they do, how they do it and when they do it.” Managing
Oneself is a REVOLUTION in human affairs. It requires
new and unprecedented things from the individual, and
especially from the knowledge worker.

z

The idea of having a conscious career work plan based on
social and economic reality plus developmental desires.
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Blue print for working on career evolution
in a changing society and economy
What foundational
insight do I need to make
informed decisions?

The Next Society

Organization evolution
blue print

Managing
knowledge means
managing oneself

The Essential Drucker
by Peter Drucker
The Educated
Person
How does my work
life fit into my life
design?

Where am I headed?

What tools do I need?

Do this first

Mind
mapping
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See Managing
Oneself and the
Introduction in
Management
Challenges for the
21st Century

Career
management

Career
map

Career evolution tool kit

Work
map

Career
sequence

Information
table

Book
analysis
&
calendarizing

Career
&
job
resources

Career
work
plan

Work map is sequenced in work plan. Are they adequate?

(the end
purposes & work
that create a
need for jobs &
careers)

Jobs should fit a career.
A career based on who
we are as people and
our strengths.
Careers should fit a life
—a life worth living.
A life design that may
need to take a family
into consideration.

see "PD's
view of
developmenta
l directions"
(the work
related to
managing one’s
career & job)

See Interview:
Managing in a
Post-Capitalist
Society

See Interview: The
Post-Capitalist
Executive

What do you want
to be remembered
for?

See "Polishing Gifts"
and "Amateurs" in
Leadership Jazz
by Max DePree

See Part Five, Chapter 5 of
Managing the Nonprofit
Organization
by Peter Drucker

See "Obituaries in
the news." Try
searching Google

Managing in a
Time of Great
Change
by Peter Drucker

